
Compute

High-Performance Cloud Resources At Your Total Command

A flexible total solution consists of CPU, memory, 
storage, network and port, plus optional advanced 
networking empowered by VMware NSX

Virtual machine can be customized to almost any size to 
tailor for unique business needs

Advanced networking (software-defined) enables fast 
provisioning, flexible and unified networking to 
enhance service availability, scalability and agility  

Self-service cloud management portal for resource 
management with 2-factor authentication

Fully compatible DR solution designed for 
SmartCLOUD™ Compute

Interoperation with CITIC Telecom CPC’s private 
network solutions and managed security services to 
facilitate the deployment of cloud systems

Time-to-market and high strategic agility are key success factors in today's fast-paced business environment. 
With rapid development in the IT sector over the last few years, cloud computing becomes highly relevant 
when considering new business opportunities and technology possibilities - a way to increase capacity, or add 
capabilities on the fly, without investing in new infrastructure, training new personnel, or licensing new 
software. Cloud computing encompasses any subscription-based or pay-per-use service that, in real-time 
over the Internet, extends existing IT capabilities.

CITIC Telecom CPC’s SmartCLOUD™ Compute, a revolutionary virtual private cloud solution that goes 
beyond ordinary offerings to deliver best-in-class high-performance and high-availability with unprecedented 
value and management ease, which can dynamically boost your business efficiency, competitiveness and 
agility. Now you can securely scale out without barriers.
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High Availability (HA) with True Disaster Recovery (DR) Safeguards

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS WITH CONFIDENCE. CITIC 
Telecom CPC SmartCLOUD™ cloud computing solutions 
which can complement the company’s managed private 
network and managed security solutions. On SmartCLOUD™ 
Compute, robust High Availability and true Disaster Recovery 
give you perfect peace-of-mind. Automated in-site failover 
(across even disparate hardware) can instantly restore services, 
network assets and storage access, minimizing business 
operations disruption. Even in a hybrid environment, business 
can still enjoy the load balancing and high availability 
features of the solution.

For added reliability, CITIC Telecom CPC offers SmartCLOUD™ 
Compute High Availability solution that leverages tandem 
SmartCLOUD™ Compute deployments to achieve true fault 
tolerance.

Flat-rate
- Fixed monthly subscription for customers whose applications 

consume computing resources consistently

- Suitable for steady usage and customers who prefer fixed monthly 
billing

Burstable 
- Allow resource burst from subscribed resources;  usage-based 

charge for bursty resources consumption

- Suitable for varying usage or steady usage with occasional burst 
requirement, such as seasonal campaigns or ad-hoc projects which 
require fast resources provisioning 

Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) 
- With limited resources reservation fee, the charge is based on the 

actual usage

- Suitable for unpredictable usage which requires maximum 
flexibility and minimum commitment

Flexible SUBSCRIPTION models:

components run with Software-defined Advanced Networking
to facilitate smooth and efficient operation

Flexible choices of STORAGE: Storage

Compute Virtual Private Cloud Solution

Storage SSD
- Ultra-high performance, low latency all-flash array

- Optimized performance storage resources designed for the IOPS 
sensitive applications, such as database, ERP and trading system

- To cater different applications environments, IOPs can be 
dynamically allocated to different VMs.

Storage Hybrid 

- Cost-effective mixed disk array running on hard disks with SSD 
cache

- Designed for a wide variety of resources loading

A virtual network appliance connects to Edge Gateway to provide an unified networking 
including DHCP, NAT, firewall, static routing, IPsec connection and load balancer

30,000 IOPs consumed

10,000 IOPs consumed
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VM
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Up to 50,000 IOPs & 200 Mbps 
throughput can be shared 
among VMs.

For example, within the subscribed Storage SSD resource pool

StorageCPU Network
(VLAN-based)

MemoryPort

Software-defined advanced
networking (VXLAN-based)
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CITIC Telecom CPC Hong Kong T: 852 2170 7101 Taiwan T: 886 2 6600 2588 Mainland China (Toll Free): 400 651 7550  
Japan T: 81 3 5339 1968 Malaysia T: 603 2280 1500 Singapore T: 65 6220 6606
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W: www.citictel-cpc.com
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